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Abstract: Differentiated service network is used to provide QoS (Quality of service) in an IP network with the help of Dynamic 

admission control algorithm. Bandwidth broker, an important part of Diff-serv network, performing all the controlling function of Diff-

serv network. Admission control module is an integral part of bandwidth broker. The aim of admission control algorithm is to achieve 

good quality of service by increasing network bandwidth utilization and efficient resources allocation. NS2 simulator is being used to 

perform the task of achieving QoS in Differentiated service network with Dynamic admission control algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 
 

As the internet grows into commercial and global 

infrastructure, so that it can support many types of 

application such as network multimedia, VOIP, real time 

application and on demand media streaming. This application 

required to be transfer huge amount of data at a time with 

good quality of service. IP is unreliable protocol and it 

provides Best efforts delivery services. Because of these 

reasons IP itself is unable to fulfill the requirement of these 

applications. For supporting IP, one type of well known 

model is the Diff-serv Model. 

 

Differentiated Services or DiffServ is networking 

architecture that specifies a simple and scalable mechanism 

for classifying, managing network traffic and providing 

Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees on modern IP networks 

DiffServ is a class-based mechanism for traffic management. 

Class-based mechanism means that in Diff-serv network 

incoming data packets are classified into different types of 

classes. The differential treatment is provided to each type of 

classes. DiffServ can be used to provide low-latency to 

critical network traffic such as voice or video while providing 

simple best-effort traffic guarantees to non-critical services 

such as web traffic or file transfers. DiffServ uses the 6-bit 

Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field in the 

header of IP packets for packet classification purposes. The 

differentiated services framework enables quality-of- service 

provisioning within a network domain by applying rules at 

the edges to create traffic aggregates and coupling each of 

these with a specific forwarding path treatment in the domain 

through use of a code point in the IP header. In figure.1 the 

shaded region shows basic Diff –serv netwok. 

 
 

DiffServ has only data plane .Bandwidth broker is needed for 

performing the task of controlling throughout the network. 

Bandwidth broker is basically a agent which act as the 

control plane for the DiffServ. DiffServ itself can’t achieve 

end to end quality of service, so that bandwidth broker is 

most important part for DiffServ. Only because of that 

Bandwidth broker proper resource management is possible. 

Bandwidth broker contain admission control module and in 

that admission control module admission control algorithm is 

defined. On the basis of that algorithm Bandwidth broker 

decides the incoming flow request is admitted or rejected. 

 

2. Bandwidth Broker 
 

Bandwidth Broker is an agent that has some knowledge of an 

organization's priorities and policies and allocates bandwidth 

with respect to those policies. In order to achieve an end-to-

end allocation of resources across separate domains, the 

Bandwidth Broker managing a domain will have to 

communicate with its adjacent peers, which allows end-to-

end services to be constructed out of purely bilateral 

agreements. Bandwidth Brokers can be configured with 

organizational policies, keep track of the current allocation of 

marked traffic, and interpret new requests to mark traffic in 

light of the policies and current allocation. 

 

When a flow request arrives, first it goes to the Bandwidth 

broker. Bandwidth broker has all the data about resources 

availability, path availability and link availability throughout 

the network. Bandwidth broker sent it to the admission 

control module where the admission control algorithm is 

defined. Admission control module checks the network stats 

and takes the decisions. If resources are available then it 

accepts the flow request otherwise it is rejected. There are 

two architecture are available for Bandwidth broker, one is 

the Centralized Bandwidth broker modal and other one is the 

Distributed Bandwidth broker modal. 

 

In Centralized Bandwidth broker modal only single one 

Bandwidth broker is used for a particular network domain.  In 

Centralized Bandwidth broker modal, each resource 

reservation and provisioning and also admission control 

decisions are taken by single one Bandwidth broker. This 

single one Bandwidth broker is responsible for each and 

every decision making. Figure.2 shows Diff-serv network 

with Centralized Bandwidth Broker 
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In the hierarchical Distributed Bandwidth broker modal two 

types of bandwidth broker are used, one is the central 

bandwidth broker, other one is the edge bandwidth broker. In 

which responsibilities are divided into two groups for two 

type of bandwidth broker. When a flow request arrives first it 

goes to the edge router then it forwards it to the edge 

bandwidth broker. Edge bandwidth broker made 

admiddetability test and it checks network stats for 

availability of bandwidth and resources. If the bandwidth 

required by flow request is the available then it response to 

the flow request. If the bandwidth required by flow request is 

greater than the available bandwidth, then it request the 

chunk of bandwidth from Central bandwidth broker. If 

required chunk of bandwidth is unused or free on other path, 

then Central bandwidth broker provide it to the flow request 

otherwise request is denied. Figure.3. shows Diff-serv 

network with Distributed Bandwidth Broker. 

 
 

3. Admission Control 
 

Admission control is basically a criteria or set of rules by 

which we can decide the flow request is to be accepted or 

rejected. There are two types of admission control are 

possible, one is the static and another one is dynamic. In case 

of Static admission control, bandwidth allocation for each 

path and links are predefined in the static manner. When the 

bandwidth required by flow request is more than available at 

the path, but in this case bandwidth allocation is not changes 

even if there is unused bandwidth is available at some other 

path. In case of static admission control waste of bandwidth 

occur. There are two types of static admission control are 

algorithms are explained. 

 

PBAC (Parameter based admission control)-In this PBAC 

method, all the admission decisions for any incoming data 

stream are taken on the basis of parameters of the network. 

This is based on only certain traffic behavior assumption. If 

the incoming user request is not one that is taken into 

assumption, then it will not work properly. 

 

MBAC (Measurement based admission control) - In this 

MBAC method, all the admission decisions and resource 

reservation and provisioning are based on the real time 

measurement of traffic. In which before taking any type 

decision first current situation of traffic is measured and on 

the basis of that decisions are taken. Bandwidth broker 

periodically measured link lode and bandwidth reservation is 

done on the basis of that periodically measured link load. If 

link load is below some specified threshold value, then user 

request is accepted otherwise it will be rejected. There are 

many drawback of static algorithm such as waste of 

bandwidth and resources. To overcome this disadvantages 

we are using Dynamic admission control algorithm. 

 

4. Dynamic Admission Control 
 

Dynamic admission control algorithm uses the concept of 

Resource sharing pool. In this Resource sharing pool 

concept, when user request arrive then bandwidth broker not 

only checks the free or remaining available bandwidth and 

resources on the network but also checks the reserve 

bandwidth and resources on the network. If reserve 

bandwidth and resources are not use at peak level, some 

bandwidth and resources are unused, then bandwidth broker 

also taken into account these unused resources and 

bandwidth with the remaining available bandwidth and 

resources on the network for fulfill the requirement of newly 

arrive user request. Dynamic admission control mechanism 

is a two phase mechanism, path level admission control and 

link level admission control. Path level admission control is 

performed by bandwidth broker. Bandwidth broker perform 

path level admission control at the edge router. Bandwidth 

broker simply calculates bandwidth and provide it to the 

edge router. Edge router itself performs path level admission 

control. If the bandwidth required by user request is within 

the bandwidth of that path, then request is accepted. If the 

bandwidth required by user request is greater than the 

bandwidth of that path, then edge router can’t take any 

decision .At that time link level admission control is 

required. Link level admission control is performed on the 

basis of Dynamic admission control algorithm. If the path 

bandwidth is insufficient for user request then we perform 

link level admission control. In which case we takes the 

decision dynamically that means we checks the unused 

bandwidth on other path ,if available ,then it provide it to 

requested path to complete user request. After that network 

stats are updated . 

 

5. Simulation and Discussion 
 

The simulation of Diff-serv network is performed by using 

NS2 simulator. Experimental topology for IP network is 

shown in figure.4 in which n1,n2 and n3 are intermediate 

node between source and destination . At the intermediate 

node data is simply passes through node, there is no 

differential treatment is provided to the incoming flow 

request. In this sinerio we are taken the simulation time is 

100s , packet size of 1500 and link delay is 10ms . The 

bandwidth between S1-n1, n1-n2 ,and n3-D is 10 Mb and 

between n2-n3 is 5 Mb Experimental topology for Diff –serv 

network is shown in figure.5 in which e1,e2 andC are Edge 
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and Core routers between source and destination . At these 

routers differential treatment is provided to the incoming 

flow request. In this sinerio we are taken the simulation time 

is 100s , packet size of 1500 and link delay is 10ms .The 

policer type is Token bucket and for this policer type the 

value of CIR(committed information rate) is 1000000 and 

CBS(Committed burst size) is 10000 The bandwidth 

between S1-e1, e1-C ,and e2-D is 10 Mb and between C-e2 

is 5 Mb. 

 

 
 

 

6. Experimental Results 
 

This paper simulates IP network without Diffserv network 

and IP network with Diffserv network by NS2 software . 

Table I shows the PHB table for the Diff-serv network. 
 

Table 1: Experimental results of Diffserv network 
DSCP TotPkts TxtPkts Ldrops Edrops 

All 29991 22585 5886 1567 

10 7457 7436 21 0 

11 7402 3788 2844 770 

20 7503 7466 37 0 

21 7629 3848 2984 797 
 

The graph shows the comparative analysis of IP network 

without Diff-serv and IP network with Diff-serv for three 

parameters are as Troughput, Delay and Jitter. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

7. Conclusion and Future Work 
 

The graphs shows that Throughput, Delay and Jitter values 

are improved when we are using the Diff-serv network with 

the IP network .But when we are see the PHB table for Diff- 

serv network we can analyze that value of packet loss rate is 

higher because Diff-serv network itself can’t achieve end to 

end QoS for IP network. When we include a effective 

admission control algorithm with Diff- serv network, then 

Packet loss rate, Delay. Jitter and Throughput values are 

improved. 
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